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Abstract

OBJECTIVES: Effects of air pollution parameters of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter (PM10) values on the respiratory system
were investigated.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: Data of SO2 and PM10 were obtained daily for air pollution and classified into two groups: Group I
(2006–2007), coal burning years and Group II (2008–2009), natural gas+ coal burning. Groups I and II were divided into two subgroups
according to the months of combustion as combustible (November-April) and noncombustible (May-October). The number of patients
with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD) was recorded between 2006 and 2009.
RESULTS: There was no statistically significant difference between Groups I and II for PM10 and SO2 (p>0.05). Within the years, the
values of SO2 and PM10 were statistically different between the groups defined by month (p<0.01). The number of patients in the combustible and noncombustible subgroups were found to be different for every 4 years, and the numbers of patients with COPD or asthma
were not changed through the years. There was a strong correlation between PM10 and COPD (r=0.59, p<0.01) and a weak correlation between PM10 and asthma (r=0.25, p>0.05). A correlation was found between SO2 and COPD (p<0.01) but not between SO2 and
asthma (p>0.05). The number of visits for COPD and asthma was statistically different between combustible and noncombustible subgroups (X2:58.61, p=0.000; X2:34.55, p=0.000, respectively). The r2 values for SO2 and PM10 for COPD patients were 17% and 24%,
respectively, in contrast to 8% and 5%, respectivley for asthma patients.
CONCLUSION: Air pollution is known to increase respiratory disease occurrences. With decrease in the usage of solid fuel, air pollution
could be reduced and may be effective in preventing respiratory diseases.
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INTRODUCTION
Inhalation of toxic particles and gases increases epithelial permeability, which is one of natural defense mechanisms of
the lungs; decreases mucociliary activity; and depresses macrophage functions. These substances render toxic effects in
healthy or unhealthy individuals and can be a component of molecular events that commonly develop [1]. In vitro experimental studies conducted on humans and animals showed that the damages caused increased inflammatory cellular activation (e.g., neutrophils, T lymphocytes, macrophages, and mast cells), increased production of inflammatory cell proteins
(cytokines and chemokines), increased oxidative stress with free radical formation [2] (superoxide, hydrogen peroxide,
and hydroxyl radicals), and decreased antioxidant enzyme levels (glutathione transferase and superoxide dismutase) [3].
Several studies have shown that particulate matter (PM) in the air affect short- and long-term health. In many studies, there
is evidence of effects of PM10 and PM2.5 (PM diameter of 10 or 2.5 µm) on asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) and on the increased rate of hospitalization [4]. Studies have shown that particle pollution in the air has
negative effects on many parameters, particularly on respiratory function tests [5], patient’s symptoms, and the rate of
hospitalization [6-8].
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease presents with progressive inflammation of the airways, pulmonary veins, and
pulmonary parenchyma [9,10] and irreversibly causes airflow restriction [11]. Among all pulmonary diseases, COPD
is believed to be strongly associated with exposure to polluted air, in particular to PM (black smoke, total mass, PM10
or PM2.5 µm in diameter) [12]. Epidemiological data suggest that increased level of PM pollution elevates the number
of admissions to the emergency unit due to previously existing COPD or the rate of hospitalization [13,14]. According
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to the estimates of World Health Organization (WHO), the
number of deaths due to exposure to smoke from solid fuels
is approximately 1.6 million per year. Of these 693000 are
associated with COPD and 910000 with acute lower respiratory tract infections [15].
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) pollution is caused by combustion of
fossil fuels including sulfur and by pollutants resulting from
heating and released from smokestacks. In contrast, PM pollution is mostly caused by industrial regions and partially by
fossil fuels used for heating [16]. Exposure to SO2 was found
to be associated with increased prevalence of respiratory
symptoms, such as wheezing and shortness of breath; total
and respiratory mortality [17]; increased risk of asthma [18];
and exacerbation of a previously occurred respiratory disease
[19], increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms, such as
wheezing and shortness of breath [20].
The aim of the study was firstly to determine the relationship
between the use of solid fuels, which causes increased particles and harmful gases in air, and respiratory tract diseases
and secondly to determine the effect of PM10 and SO2 in air
pollution on the exacerbation of asthma and COPD, which
are among the respiratory tract diseases.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
This was a retrospective observational study, and the values
of SO2 and PM10 were obtained from Isparta Provincial
Directorate of Environment in order to determine daily air
pollution between 2006 and 2009. Data were recorded as
daily measurements in the measurement station at Isparta
and were evaluated considering daily SO2 and PM10 values
for all years.
The protocols for the research project and survey have been
approved by a suitably constituted ethics committee of our
institution and conform to the provisions of the Declaration
of Helsinki (as revised in Edinburgh 2000).
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Of the patients who were admitted with a complaint of a
respiratory tract disease to the emergency unit of the Suleyman Demirel University hospital between 2006 and 2009,
data of adults (aged >15 years) with asthma and COPD attack were assessed retrospectively. The diagnosis and staging
process were performed in accordance with the guidelines of
Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) for asthma patients and
the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease
(GOLD) criteria for COPD patients [21,22]. The attacks were
initially assessed by emergency medicine and chest diseases
research assistants and on-call chest diseases professors in
the emergency medical unit. The coexistence of clinical and
physiological findings, such as speech disorder, agitation,
confusion, cyanosis, respiratory rate >30/minute, pulse rate
>120/minute, involvement of accessory respiratory muscles,
oxygen saturation below 91%-92%, and CO2 retention was
accepted as asthma and COPD attack [23,24]. Patients admitted to hospital were classified in accordance with the International Classification of Diseases, Revision 10 (ICD 10CM, code J44-KOAH and J45-ASTHMA). Inclusion criteria
were patients with asthma and COPD and admitted to the
emergency unit for exacerbation; however, those admitted
to the emergency unit due to other upper respiratory tract

diseases and with coexistent cardiac diseases were excluded
from the study.
Study groups were designed as follows:
Group I: According to heating state, November-April was accepted as one period and May-October as the other period.
The periods were further classified based on the months in
which solid fuels was used (November-April) and not used
(May-October), and monthly data were subsequently evaluated between 2006 and 2007.
Group II: In addition to solid fuel usage, the periods were
classified based on the months in which fuel was used (November-April) and not used (May-October) between 2008
and 2009 when natural gas usage was initiated, and monthly
data were evaluated.
According to data obtained from Torosgaz at the time of the
study, there were a total of 94000 houses across Isparta, and
7000 active subscribers began the use natural gas. The measurement station was downtown and there were 550 houses,
23 official institutions, and a central heating system. In the
region where the measurement was performed, the total
number of houses was 4000, and 1477 houses used natural
gas, with the fuel usage rate of 36.9%, whereas this rate was
7.4% across the province. According to these results, the rate
of natural gas use is defined as partial transition to natural gas
and the use of solid fuel continues in the same region.
The mean SO2 and PM10 values for each month in the determined groups and asthma and COPD patients admitted with
a complaint of respiratory tract diseases to the emergency
unit of Suleyman Demirel University hospital in the related
months were included in the study. Of the admissions, air
pollution data of the city center where the study was performed were evaluated. In case of an attack, necessary treatment could be received in the emergency unit of any hospital. Therefore, the patients included in the study were those
who were admitted in the region where air pollution was
evaluated.
Statistical Analysis
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine whether data displayed normal distribution. The nonparametric
Kruskal-Wallis test was employed to compare the months
in which solid fuel was and was not used and to assess the
differences. The numbers of patients were compared using
ANOVA according to the months in which solid fuel was
used or not used by considering even the year. Since variances were not homogeneous, patient numbers were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test according to the months
in which solid fuel was used and not used. Depending on
the absence of nonhomogeneous variance, patient numbers
were compared using the F-test variance analysis as years
and months in which solid fuel was and was not used. Because the variance range was extremely wide, variations
were found to be homogeneous as a result of homogeneous
square root transformation in the F test, and the data were
made reliable. In statistical evaluations, the value of p<0.05
was accepted to be significant.
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RESULTS
Table 1 presents the numbers of asthma and COPD patients
from those admitted due to respiratory tract diseases to the
emergency unit in 2006-2007 (Group I) and 2008-2009
(Group II) and the evaluation of PM10 and SO2 values according to the months in which solid fuel was used and not
used. PM10 and SO2 levels showed a statistically significant
difference in the months (p<0.001). According to these findings, the levels of PM10 and SO2 significantly increased in the
months in which solid fuel was used. Considering the months
in which solid fuel was used and not used in a year, PM10
and SO2 levels were found to differ significantly (p<0.001),
and there was a decrease in the months in which solid fuel
was not used. Similarly, there was a statistically significant
decrease in the frequency of asthma (p<0.001) and COPD
Table 1. Numbers of patients admitted to the emergency
unit due to respiratory tract diseases in 2006–2008
(Group I) and 2008–2009 (Group II) and the evaluation
of PM10 and SO2 values according to the months in
which solid fuel was and was not used

Group I
Months in which solid
fuel was used

PM10 (µg/m3)
(mean±SD)

SO2 (µg/m3)
(mean±SD)

83.49±51.66

55.76±56.52

121.19±49.04b 91.26±58.32a

Months in which solid
fuel was not used

45.79±0.63

16.72±9.32

Group II

87.09±63.95

52.56±57.16

Months in which solid
fuel+natural gas was used
Months in which solid fuel+
natural gas was not used

123.94±54.91b 95.38±51.70a
50.23±50.72

9.75±12.27

According to months in which fuel was not used; ap<0.05 for PM,
b
p<0.05 for SO2

Table 2. PM10 and SO2 values according to year group.
Group I: 2006–2007 and Group II: 2008–2009
Year group

PM10 (n=24)

SO2 (n=20)

83.50±51.66

55.77±56.53

87.09±63.95

52.56±57.16

0.831

0.851

Group I
2006-2007
Group II
2008-2009
p value

(p<0.001) occurrence in the months in which solid fuel was
not used (Table 1).
For Group II, when PM10 (p<0.001) and SO2 (p<0.001)
values were compared between the months in which solid
fuel+natural gas were used and solid fuel+natural gas were
not used, there was a statistically significant difference,
and the values decreased in the months in which solid
fuel+natural gas was not used.
Regardless of the classification, no significant difference was
found between the groups When comparing air pollution
based on the year (Table 2). When data were compared using t test, no statistically significant difference was detected
(p>0.05).
There was a significant difference between the months in
which solid fuel was used and not used in terms of the number of COPD (p<0.001) and asthma (p<0.001) admissions.
The number of patient admissions was significantly decreased
in months in which solid fuel was not used.
According to single factor analysis of variance, the number
of COPD patients in months in which solid fuel was used
and not used differed at the same level in all years. There
was a statistically significant difference between the months
in which solid fuel was used and not used in terms of the
number of COPD and asthma patients admitted to hospital (p<0.001 and p<0.05, respectively), and the numbers of
COPD patients and asthma patients were lower in the months
in which solid fuel was not used (Table 3).
The presence of a linear relationship between PM10 and SO2
values and the numbers of patients with asthma and COPD
was evaluated through correlation analysis. There was an increasing linear relationship between PM10 and SO2 values,
PM10 and COPD, and SO2 and COPD. There was an increasing linear relationship between PM10 and asthma and between SO2 and asthma. However, their statistical significance
level was low.
A high correlation was observed between PM10 and the
number of COPD patients (r=0.59, p<0.001). There was a
correlation between PM10 and SO2 (r=0.025, p<0.001). The
correlation between PM10 and asthma (r=0.25, p=0.123) was
found to be statistically nonsignificant. While a correlation
was observed between SO2 and COPD (p<0.05), there was
no significant correlation between SO2 and asthma (p>0.05).
The distribution graphs for the correlation analysis between

Table 3. Comparison of the numbers of patients admitted to the emergency unit in months in which fuel was used and
not used according to years
2006-2007

2008-2009

COPD mean±SD

Asthma mean±SD

COPD mean±SD

Asthma mean±SD

Months in which solid fuel
(+natural gas) was used

13.08±7.40a

2.16±1.89b

12.33±5.08a

3.66±3.14b

Months in which solid fuel
(+natural gas) was not used

5.66±2.67

1.33±1.07

4.66±3.77

1.00±1.41

0.001

0.001

0.05

p value

0.05

One-factor variance analysis was performed. According to months in which fuel was not used; p<0.05 for COPD, p<0.05 for asthma
a

b
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Figure 1. SO2 and PM10 and asthma and COPD scatter graphs and regression models (regression analyses were performed for determining SO2
and PM10 values and the predictability of having asthma and COPD, and the results are presented in Figure 1. Coefficients of determination
were ranged between 5% and 25%. Although the predictability of models is not high, they provide information that shows that they are
assessable

SO2 and PM10 values and asthma and COPD variables are
presented in Figure 1.
Regression Analysis
Linear regression analyses were performed for predicting SO2 and
PM10 values and the numbers of COPD and asthma patients. The
r2 values were 17% for SO2 and COPD (6,355+0,04789xSO2),
8% for SO2 and asthma (1,508+0,01177xSO2), 24% for PM10
and COPD (4,349+0,005380xPM10), and 5% for PM10 and
asthma (1,295+0,008750xPM10). The coefficients of determination for regression models indicated that the predictive value
of the model is low. However, it partially explains the relationship between the related variables (Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
Our study revealed that an increase in air pollution and accordingly in respiratory tract diseases development occurred
in association with the use of solid fuels.
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The relationship between the level of daily air pollution in
the center of Sivas and the diagnostic rates of COPD and
bronchial asthma in patients hospitalized in Sivas Chest Diseases Hospital between October 1, 1998, and September
30, 2000, was investigated. No statistically significant relationship was found in the study between daily SO2 values
and all patients hospitalized at the same period and patients
diagnosed with bronchial asthma and COPD. A significant
relationship was found between total daily particle values

and hospitalized COPD patients residing within the borders
of the municipality (r=0.5, p=0.013) [25]. A study evaluating
the use of coal banned in 1990, 1995, and 1998 and the
patient admission rates before and after the ban in Ireland
revealed that the number of admissions due to respiratory
tract diseases continuously decreased after the ban, and a
decrease was observed in the numbers of pneumonia, COPD,
and asthma patients [26]. Similarly, a study investigating SO2and PM-induced air pollution and the admissions of asthma
and COPD patients to the emergency unit showed that high
SO2 values were found to be associated with admission to the
emergency unit [27]. A study by Rumana et al. [28] examined the relationship between the levels of PM2.5, PM10, nitrogen oxides (NOx), SO2, ammonia (NH3), and ozone (O3),
urbanization, and air pollution and emergent respiratory
and cardiac diseases and revealed that respiratory infections
(25%) and the prevalence of asthma/COPD (4%) were associated with increased air pollution. In literature, studies have
demonstrated a linear relationship between air pollution and
respiratory tract diseases. Similar findings were obtained in
our study. However, harmful effects on respiratory health will
be reduced with widespread use of natural gas and elimination of other pollutants contributing to air pollution.
The current degree of air pollution was evaluated in the province of Diyarbakir. It was observed that the annual SO2 and
PM concentrations were approximately 110 μg/m3 in 20002001, which increased in 2002 and declined in 2003. Ac-
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cording 2004 data, the values of SO2 and PM increased to
134 and 137 μg/m3, respectively, in January; the values were
115 and 120 μg/m3, respectively, in December. These values were above the targeted limit determined by the Turkish Air Quality Protection Regulation and WHO. Similar to
our study, it is observed that the factors causing air pollution
are the use of solid fuels, exhaust gas, and factory emissions
[29]. In the example of the province of Van, air pollution
parameters (SO2 and PM10) before the use of natural gas and
after transition to natural gas were examined. Coal, fuel oil,
and diesel fuel were used for heating in the province. Natural gas use was initiated as of March 2008. With the use of
natural gas, the use of other fuels decreased. Thus, the study
thus revealed that while the SO2 value of 250 μg/m3 stated
in the Air Quality Evaluation and Management Regulation
(AQEMR) was exceeded in some months before transition to
the use of natural gas, the value did not exceed the limit after
initiation of natural gas usage. It was observed that the PM10
value exceeded the 200 μg/m3 value stated in the regulation
in winter and reached 267 μg/m3. With transition to natural
gas usage in March 2008, a decrease was observed in the
PM10 value again [30]. The data obtained from this study,
which are consistent with those in literature, show that solid
fuel-induced air pollution significantly decreased with partial
transition to natural gas.
Sunyer et al. [31] evaluated the admissions to the emergency
unit due to COPD and daily air pollution in Barcelona, which
is a Mediterranean city where motor vehicles were commonly used in 1991. They found a positive relationship between
the admissions for COPD and black smoke, SO2, and carbon
monoxide (CO). In other studies conducted in the USA and
Canada, the significant relationship between admission or
hospitalization in the emergency unit due to respiratory diseases and asthma and particles and O3 was emphasized [3237]. These results indicate a relationship between the levels
of PM and SO2 and the admissions for asthma and COPD,
similar to our study.
Stieb et al. [38] evaluated 400000 emergency service visits in
14 hospitals in seven different cities between 1990 and 2000
and examined the levels of CO, NO2, SO2, PM10, and PM2.5.
The levels of PM10 and PM2.5 were found to be associated
with asthma attacks. In the study conducted by Canova et al.
[39] regarding the effect of PM10 on hospitalization rate and
its relationship with asthma and COPD, it was found that the
high level of PM10 was related to hospital admission, and
short-term exposure to PM10 decreased antioxidants in the
blood samples of patients and increased exacerbations.
In İzmir, the relationship between asthma cases and the levels
of SO2 and PM10 was investigated in six districts between
2007 and 2010. A significant correlation was noted between
air pollution in the province and the number of asthma cases [40]. In an analysis conducted on adults and children in
London, it was shown that PM10 and SO2 had strong effects
on asthma and other lower respiratory tract diseases [41]. In
our study, the findings revealed an increasing linear relationship between the levels of PM10 and SO2 and the number
of patient admissions for COPD. “A study in Tokyo examining the acute effect of air pollution on pulmonary functions

and airway inflammation in healthy volunteers showed that
the mean 4-day PM10 concentrations increased, and PM10
was significantly associated with forced expiratory volume
in 1 second (FEV1) values. In relationship with the history of
asthma, the level of exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) was found
to be increased. While high level of PM10 was associated
with decreased FEV1, it was emphasized that the patients
with rhinitis and asthma are more susceptible to air pollution
[42]. In a study investigating the effect of PM2.5 on asthmarelated mortality and morbidity, experimental asthma was induced with ovalbumin in rats in two cities of the USA, and
the rats were exposed to air pollution for 16 hours. Subsequently, PM2.5 analyses were performed (mass, size, fraction,
and main component analyses, and trace element content),
the lung lobe was removed through bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL), and airway inflammation and mucus response were
evaluated. The concentration of PM, which was similar in
two cities, did not cause any effect in nonasthmatic rats. On
the contrary, 200% airway mucus, 250% neutrophil, and
90% eosinophil increases in BAL and 300% total protein
increase were noted in the asthmatic rats. It was concluded
that increased PM caused exacerbation in asthma patients
sensitive to it, and exposure to PM should be considered
for the protection of public health [43]. In the Italian part
of the EpiAir Project, the effect of air pollution on hospital
admissions was investigated in nine cities between 2001 and
2005. The relationship between PM10 and gases (NO2 and
O3) and respiratory tract diseases was examined, and three
pollutants were found to be associated with hospitalization
for different levels of asthma, COPD, and respiratory tract infections. A high relationship was detected between NO2 and
asthma, particularly in children [44]. In our study, there was
an increasing linear relationship between admissions due to
asthma attack and the levels of PM10 and SO2; however, the
significance value was low, which could be because of increasing linear relationship can be explained with that the
number of asthma patients was same in all months and pollens increased attacks as well as air pollution.
In fact, while this pollution is more associated with secondary
transformation and long-range transport in hot periods, particle pollution in Isparta is strongly influenced by local traffic
and factories. Moreover, high levels of PM and SO2 even in
the months in which solid fuel is not used can be associated
with air pollution produced by large factories downtown and
near city centers as well as exhaust gases. In this case, in addition to traffic and industrial sectors, the numbers of asthma
and COPD attacks increased in parallel with increased air
pollution in the months in which solid fuel was used. In this
study, the particles measured during the study period in Isparta were found to be a risk factor, particularly for COPD. This
is associated with air pollution caused by the use of solid fuel
especially in winters, exhaust gases, and smokestacks of factories. The results show that exposure to oxidants (particles)
leads to exacerbation of inflammatory response symptoms
that develop against infections and an increase in the number
of hospitalizations due to infection [45,46].
Our study provides valuable data with regard to the relationship between air pollution and respiratory tract diseases in
our country. However, it has some limitations. Data on air
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pollution in the study reflect the state of the center of Isparta.
It cannot be certainly assumed that the patients admitted to
the emergency unit due to acute exacerbation were those
exposed to air pollution in the city center. However, considering that respiratory emergencies triggered by air pollution
could be intervened in any medical service, patients included
in the study could indeed belong to the region where the
study was conducted, which is one of the restrictions of the
study. The misleading factor is that the measurement of air
pollution was performed at specific regions of the city, and
the data obtained were adapted to the whole city. In this situation, distinguishing patients from regions with and without
air pollution may be difficult. Another limitation of the study
is that PM2.5 could not be evaluated instead of PM10. This
was attributed to the capacity of the measurement station.

3.

In addition to its contribution to the pathogenesis of asthma
and COPD, air pollution is a risk factor for those with a history
of asthma and COPD. It affects individual quality of life and
has a serious economic impact. This issue should be dealt
with regard to public health. To ensure a comfortable and
healthy life of the members of a society, local and national
authorized institutions should take necessary measures, and
the society should be aware of the situation. The detection
of the amount and development of this pollution (exposure
to pollutants and oxidative stress) will be inestimable for the
correct evaluation of the efficiency of air quality policies and
for decreasing the effects of air pollution on respiratory tract
diseases.
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